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Abstract

Background: Advancements in gene expression technology allow acquiring cheap and abundant data for analyzing
cell behavior. However, these technologies produce noisy, and often correlated, measurements on the transcriptional
states of genes. The Boolean network model has been shown to be effective in capturing the complex dynamics of
gene regulatory networks (GRNs). It is important in many applications, such as anomaly detection and optimal
intervention, to be able to track the evolution of the Boolean states of a gene regulatory network using noisy
time-series transcriptional measurements, which may be correlated in time.

Results: We propose efficient estimators for the Boolean states of GRNs using correlated time-series transcriptional
measurements, where the nature of the correlation and of the measurements themselves are entirely arbitrary. More
specifically, we propose new algorithms based on a hypothesis tree to compute optimal minimummean square error
(MMSE) filtering and smoothing state estimators for a Partially-Observed Boolean Dynamical System (POBDS) with
correlated measurements. The algorithms are exact but may be computationally expensive for large state spaces or
long time horizons, in which case a process for pruning the hypothesis tree is employed to obtain an approximation of
the optimal MMSE estimators, while keeping computation tractable. Performance is assessed through a comprehensive
set of numerical experiments based on the p53-MDM2 negative-feedback loop Boolean regulatory network, where
the standard Boolean Kalman Filter (BKF) and Boolean Kalman Smoother (BKS) for uncorrelated measurements are
compared to the corresponding new estimators for correlated measurements, called BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR,
respectively.

Keywords: State estimation, Partially-observed Boolean dynamical system, Correlated measurement noise,
Gene regulatory network, Boolean Kalman Filter and Smoother

1 Introduction
Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) govern the function-
ing of key cellular processes, such as the cell cycle, stress
response, and DNA repair. Several mathematical models
have been proposed to accurately capture the dynamical
behavior of GRNs. These methods include Boolean net-
works [1–3], ordinary differential equations (OED) [4, 5],
S-systems [6, 7], and Bayesian networks [8–10]. Boolean
networks were first introduced as completely observ-
able, deterministic models by Kauffman and collaborators
[11, 12]. In a Boolean network, the transcriptional state
of each gene is represented by 0 (OFF) or 1 (ON), and
the relationship among genes is described by logical gates
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updated at discrete time intervals [13]. The Boolean net-
work model has been successful in accurately modeling
the dynamics of the cell cycle in the Drosophila fruit fly
[14], the Saccharomyces Cerevisiae yeast [15], the mam-
malian cell cycle [16], and the switching behavior dis-
played by the p53 gene in tumor-suppressing pathways
[17, 18]. Several variations of the original Boolean network
models have been introduced in the literature to account
the stochasticity in the behavior of gene regulatory net-
works. These models include Random Boolean Networks
[1], Boolean Networks with perturbation (BNp) [19],
Probabilistic Boolean Networks (PBN) [2], and Boolean
Control Networks (BCN) [20, 21]. A key point is that all
aforementioned models assume that the Boolean states
of the system are directly observable. But, in practice,
this is never the case. Modern transcriptional studies
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are based on technologies that produce noisy indirect
measurements of gene activity, such as cDNA microar-
rays [22], RNA-seq [23], and cell imaging-based assays
[24, 25].
The Partially-Observed Boolean Dynamical System

(POBDS) model [3, 26] addresses the scenario encoun-
tered in practice in transcriptomic analysis by allowing
for indirect and incomplete observation of gene states.
The POBDS model is a special case of Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) with Boolean state variables. The POBDS
model unifies and generalizes most of the aforemen-
tioned Boolean network models. Several tools for the
POBDS model have been developed in recent years, such
as the optimal filter and smoother based on the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) criterion, called the Boolean
Kalman filter (BKF) [3, 26] and Boolean Kalman smoother
(BKS) [3, 27], respectively; particle filter implementation
of these filters [28]; fault detection [29]; optimal filter with
correlated noise [30]; network inference [31]; sensor selec-
tion [32]; and control [33–38]. Most of these tools are
freely available through an open-source R package called
“BoolFilter" [39, 40].
All tools for estimation, identification, and control of

POBDS have been built based on the assumption that
the measurement noise is uncorrelated over time. How-
ever, this assumption may not hold in practice, due
to the unavoidable measurement correlation existing in
most real-world applications. The first development in
this direction, for simple correlated binary measure-
ment noise, was provided in [30]. However, in prac-
tice, the measurement space is never Boolean, but is
in fact continuous-valued, such as in cDNA microar-
rays [22] and live cell imaging-based assays [24], or
integer-valued, such as in RNA-seq data [41]. In this
paper, we propose new algorithms based on a hypothesis
tree to compute optimal MMSE filtering and smooth-
ing state estimators for POBDS with arbitrary corre-
lated measurements (Fig. 1). The proposed algorithms
are exact, but, for large state spaces or long time
horizons, computation is kept tractable by pruning

the hypothesis tree, leading to an approximation of
the optimal MMSE estimators. Performance is assessed
through a comprehensive set of numerical experiments
based on the p53-MDM2 negative-feedback loop Boolean
regulatory network, where the standard Boolean Kalman
Filter (BKF) and Boolean Kalman Smoother (BKS) for
uncorrelated measurements are compared to the corre-
sponding new estimators for correlated measurements,
called BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR, respectively. In case
there is no pruning, the BKF-CORR algorithm is equiv-
alent to the filter estimator of [30] when the correlated
observation noise is binary.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the

POBDS signal model with correlated observation noise
is introduced. The proposed BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR
estimators are developed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respec-
tively. An instance of the POBDS model for gene reg-
ulatory networks observed through various sequencing
technologies is discussed in Section 4. The performance of
the proposed estimators is assessed in Section 5, through
a comprehensive set of numerical experiments. Finally,
Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2 POBDSwith correlatedmeasurements
In this section, we introduce the model for a POBDS
with correlated measurements. The model consists of a
state model, which is the same as the one for an ordi-
nary POBDS, and an observation model with general
autoregressive measurement noise.

2.1 State model
The system is described by a state processXk ; k = 0, 1, . . .,
where Xk ∈ {0, 1}d is a Boolean vector describing the acti-
vation/inactivation state of d genes at time k. The state is
assumed to be updated at time k through the following
nonlinear signal model

Xk = f
(
Xk−1,uk

) ⊕ nk , (1)

for k = 1, 2, . . ., where uk ∈ {0, 1}d is an input at time
k, f : {0, 1}2d → {0, 1}d is a Boolean function called

Fig. 1 Full hypothesis tree for a system with d Boolean variables
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the network function, “⊕” indicates the componentwise
modulo-2 addition, and nk ∈ {0, 1}d is the Boolean transi-
tion noise. The noise process {nk ; k = 1, 2, . . .} is assumed
to be “white” in the sense that the noise at distinct time
points is an independent random variable.We also assume
that noise process is independent of the initial stateX0 and
the input sequence {uk ; k = 1, 2, . . .} is deterministic and
known.

2.2 Observation model
Let Yk be a vector containing the measurements at time k,

Yk = h(Xk , vk) , (2)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , where vk is the measurement noise at
time step k. We assume that {vk ; k = 1, 2, . . .} has a general
autoregressive structure of the form

vk = g(vk−1,wk) , (3)

where {wk ; k = 1, 2, . . .} is a white measurement noise
process and g specifies the relationship between vk and
vk−1. The initial value of the noise is set to zero, i.e.,
v0 = 0.
For a given measurement Yk and known Boolean state

Xk , we assume that there is a unique value of the measure-
ment noise vk that is accessible through a knownmapping:

vk = r(Yk ,Xk) . (4)
For example, in the case of simple additive noise, Yk =

Xk + vk , the inverse mapping would be r(Yk ,Xk) = Yk −
Xk .

3 Proposed estimators
In this section, we describe the new algorithms for com-
puting the optimal MMSE filter and smoother for a
POBDS with correlated observations.

3.1 BKF-CORR
The optimal minimum mean square error (MMSE) fil-
tering problem consists of, given observations Y1:k =
(Y1, . . . ,Yk), finding an estimator X̂k|k of the state Xk that
minimizes

MSE
(
X̂k|k | Y1:k]

)
= E

[∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣X̂k|k − Xk

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2 | Y1:k

]
,

(5)

where ||.|| denotes the usual L2 vector norm. For a vector
v of size d, define v ∈ {0, 1}d via v(i) = Iv(i)>1/2 for i =
1, . . . , d. It has been shown ([3], Thm. 1) that

X̂MS
k|k = E [Xk | Y1:k] =

∑

ik∈I
P

(
Xk = xik | Y1:k

)
xik ,

(6)

where I = {
1, . . . , 2d

}
and

(
x1, . . . , x2d

)
is an arbitrary

enumeration of the possible Boolean state vectors.

For the standard POBDS model defined by (1)–(2)
with uncorrelated observation noise (“white noise”), the
previous estimator can be computed exactly by a recur-
sive matrix-based algorithm, called the Boolean Kalman
filter (BKF) [26]. It is our purpose in this section to
derive an algorithm to accurately and efficiently com-
pute this estimator in the case of the correlated noise
model defined by (3)–(4). Computation is based on a
hypothesis tree and is exact, but an approximate ver-
sion of the estimator is also proposed for large state
spaces or long time horizons, based on pruning the
hypothesis tree.
Consider a new “state” vector Zk =[Xk , vk]T consisting

of the pair of state vector and observation noise and cor-
responding “transition” noise vector η =[nk ,wk], which
leads to the “state” model

Zk =
[
Xk
vk

]
=

[
f
(
Xk−1,uk

) ⊕ nk
g(vk−1,wk)

]

= q(Zk−1, ηk−1)

(7)

with observation model

Yk = h(Xk , vk) = h(Zk) . (8)

Our approach is to compute P(Xk | Y1:k) based on the
probabilities of all possible realizations of the state trajec-
tory (Z0,Z1, . . . ,Zk) given the data Y1:k , which allows the
computation of the optimal MMSE filter in (6).
The trajectories can be arranged in a hypothesis tree

containing pairs. At time k = 0, using the fact that v0 = 0,
there are 2d possible realizations

z(i)
0 = (

X0 = xi, v0 = 0
)
, (9)

with probabilities

π
(i)
0|0 = P

(
Z0 = z(i)

0

)
= P

(
X0 = xi

)
, (10)

for i ∈ I = {
1, . . . , 2d

}
. At time k = 1, each pair in (9)

leads to 2d additional pairs

z(i,j)
1 = (

X1 = xj, v1 = r
(
Y1, xj

))
, (11)

for (i, j) ∈ I2 = I × I, where we used the relationship
(4). Each of these 2d × 2d = 22d pairs corresponds to the
terminal point of a unique trajectory

{
z(i)
0 , z(i,j)

1

}
through

time k = 1. The probability of this trajectory is

π
(i,j)
1|1 = P

(
Z1=z(i,j)

1 ,Z0 = z(i)
0 | Y1

)

= P
(
Z1 = z(i,j)

1 | Z0 = z(i)
0

)
P

(
Z0 = z(i)

0

)

= P
(
X1 = xj | X0 = xi

)
p

(
v1 = r(Y1, xj)

) | v0 = 0) π
(i)
0|0 ,
(12)

for (i, j) ∈ I2.
At time k, there are 2(k+1)d pairs

z(i0,i1...,ik)
k = (

Xk = xik , vk = r
(
Yk , xik

))
. (13)
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The probability of each of the unique 2(k+1)d trajec-
tories

{
z(i0)
0 , z(i0,i1)

1 , . . . , z(i0,i1...,ik)
k

}
through time k can be

computed recursively as

π
(i0,i1...,ik )
k|k = P

(
Zk = z(i0,i1...,ik)k , . . . ,Z0 = z(i0)0 | Y1:k

)

= P
(
Zk = z(i0,i1...,ik)k | Zk−1 = z(i0,i1...,ik−1)

k−1

)

P
(
Zk−1 = z(i0,i1...,ik−1)

k−1 | Y1:k−1
)

= P
(
Xk =xik | Xk−1 = xik−1

)
p

(
vk = r

(
Yk , xik

)
| vk−1

= r
(
Yk−1, xik−1

))
π

(i0,i1...,ik−1)
k−1|k−1 .

(14)

for (i0, i1 . . . , ik) ∈ Ik+1, where Ik = I × · · · × I (k
times). Since the state and noise transition probabilities,
P(Xk | Xk−1) and p(vk | vk−1), are assumed to be known,
this provides an efficient way to recursively compute the
probability of all trajectories.
Now, since the event

[
Xk = xik

]
is equal to the disjoint

union of all trajectories that end at Xk at time k, it is
clear that the conditional probability P

(
Xk = xik | Y1:k

)
is

equal to the sum of the conditional probabilities of those
trajectories:

P
(
Xk = xik | Y1:k

) =
∑

(i0,...,ik−1)∈Ik
π

(i0,i1...,ik)
k|k (15)

for ik ∈ I. Substituting this in (6) allows us to write the
optimal MMSE estimator simply as

X̂MS
k|k =

∑

(i0,i1...,ik)∈Ik+1

π
(i0,i1...,ik)
k|k xik . (16)

However, one can easily appreciate that the number of
trajectories will quickly become intractable as the number
of genes d and the horizon k increase. For example, for a
network with eight genes, there will be 240 = 1.1 × 1012
trajectories after only k = 4 time points. To make the
computation feasible, at each time k, we prune the trajec-
tories with probability smaller than a threshold ε > 0, by
removing the corresponding pairs (i0, i1 . . . , ik) from the

index set Ik+1. The probabilities of the surviving trajec-
tories are renormalized to add up to one, and the state
estimator in (16) is computed on the reduced index set.
Then, the surviving nodes are expanded, and the process
is repeated. A larger value of ε results in more computa-
tional savings and a faster estimator, but at an increased
loss of accuracy, and vice-versa. The resulting filter is
called the BKF-CORR estimator. The effect of ε on the
performance of the BKF-CORR estimator is investigated
in Section 5.

3.2 BKS-CORR
The optimal filter uses the data Y1:k observed up to the
current time k to estimate the state at the current time k.
By contrast, the (fixed-interval) smoother uses data Y1:T
that have been collected and stored “off-line” up to time
T to estimate the states at any time point in the interval
0 ≤ k ≤ T .
In Fig. 2a, it can be seen that the filtering process needs

only a forward step for estimating the state at the last
time point. In contrast, the smoothing process presented
in Fig. 2b requires both forward and backward processes
for state estimation over the fixed interval.
Given observations Y1:T , the optimal MMSE (fixed-

interval) smoothing problem consists of finding an esti-
mator X̂k|T of the state Xk , for 0 < k < T , which
minimizes

MSE(X̂k|T | Y1:T ) = E
[∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣X̂k|T − Xk

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2 | Y1:T

]
,

(17)

It can be shown that the solution is

X̂MS
k|T = E [Xk | Y1:T ] =

∑

ik∈I
P

(
Xk = xik | Y1:T

)
xik ,

(18)

It is instructive to compare the previous two equations
to (5) and (6), respectively. For the standard POBDSmodel
with uncorrelated observation noise, the estimator in (18)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of filtering and smoothing processes. a Filter. b Fixed-interval smoother
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can be computed exactly by a matrix-based algorithm,
called the Boolean Kalman Smoother (BKS) [3, 27]. In
this section, an exact MMSE smoother for a POBDS with
correlated measurement defined by (3)–(4) is proposed.
The proposed smoother, called the BKS-CORR estima-

tor, contains forward and backward steps. In the forward
process, given a sequence of measurements Y1:T , one
runs the proposed filter in Section 3.1 from time 0 to T
to compute the filtering trajectories and their associated
probabilities. Then, the backward process uses those val-
ues in a recursive fashion to compute the smoothed state
estimate.
The filter at time step T creates 2(T+1)d unique trajec-

tories
{
z(i0)
0 , . . . , z(i0,i1,...,iT )

T

}
with associated probabilities

π
(i0,i1,...,iT )
T |T , for (i0, i1, . . . , iT ) ∈ IT+1. Clearly, the filtering

and smoothing solutions in the last time step (at time stepT)
are the same. One can obtain the smoothed estimator by
first computing the following smoothed posterior proba-
bilities using the forward trajectories:

π
(i0,...,iT−1)
T−1|T = P

(
ZT−1 = z(i0,...,iT−1)

T−1 , . . . ,Z0 = z(i0)0 | Y1:T
)

=
∑

iT∈I
P

(
ZT = z(i0,...,iT−1,iT )

T ,ZT−1 = z(i0,...,iT−1)
T−1

, . . . ,Z0 = z(i0)0 | Y1:T
)

=
∑

iT∈I
π

(i0,...,iT−1,iT )

T |T ,

(19)

for (i0, . . . , iT−1) ∈ IT . The process can be repeated
to compute the smoothed probability backwards to any
desired time step via

π
(i0,...,ik−1)
k−1|T =

∑

ik∈I
π

(i0,...,ik−1,ik)
k|T , (20)

for (i0, . . . , ik−1) ∈ Ik and k = 1, . . . ,T . The optimal
MMSE smoother at time k can then be computed as

X̂MS
k|T = E[Xk | Y1:T ] =

∑

(i0,i1,...,ik)∈Ik+1

π
(i0,...,ik)
k|T xik .

(21)

The pruning process to make computation efficient is
done in the forward process only, by using the same
process described in the previous section.

4 Partially observed gene regulatory networks
In this section, we describe a specific instance of the
POBDS model with correlated measurements in (1)–(3),
which allows the application of the proposed BKF-CORR
and BKS-CORR estimators to Boolean gene regula-
tory networks observed through noisy correlated gene-
expression data.

4.1 Gene regulatory network state model
The state model adopted here is motivated by gene
pathway diagrams commonly encountered in biomedical
research, in which genes act to activate or inhibit the activ-
ity of other genes. The network function in (1) is expressed
in component form as f = (f1, . . . , fd), where each compo-
nent fi : {0, 1}2d → {0, 1} is a Boolean function given by

fi(x,u) =
{
1,

∑d
j=1 aijx(j) + bi + u(i) > 0 ,

0,
∑d

j=1 aijx(j) + bi + u(i) ≤ 0 ,
(22)

where aij and bi are the system parameters. The former
can take three values: aij = +1 if there is positive regu-
lation (activation) from gene j to gene i; aij = −1 if there
is negative regulation (inhibition) from gene j to gene i;
and aij = 0 if gene j is not an input to gene i. The lat-
ter specifies regulation biases and can take two values:
bi = +1/2 if gene i is positively biased, in the sense
that an equal number of activation and inhibition inputs
will produce activation, and the reverse being the case if
bi = −1/2. The proposed network function is depicted
in Fig. 3, where the threshold units are step functions that
output 1 if the input is nonnegative, and 0, otherwise.
The process noise nk in (1) is assumed to have inde-

pendent components distributed as Bernoulli(p), where
the noise parameter p gives the amount of “perturba-
tion” to the Boolean state process; the closer it is to
p = 0.5, the more chaotic the system will be, while a
value of p close to zero means that the state trajecto-
ries are nearly deterministic, being governed tightly by the
network function. From (1), the transition probabilities
P

(
Xk = xi | Xk−1 = xj

)
of the state process, required for

computation of the hypothesis tree probabilities in (14),
take the form

P
(
Xk = xi | Xk−1 = xj

) = P
(
nk = f(xj,u) ⊕ xi

)

= p||f(xj ,u)⊕xi||1(1−p)d−||f(x,u)⊕xi||1 ,
(23)

Fig. 3 Network model
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4 a–c Activation/repression pathway diagram and state transition diagrams corresponding to a constant input dna_dsb = 0 (no-stress) and
dna_dsb = 1 (DNA-damage) for the P53-MDM2 negative-feedback loop Boolean network model with negative regulation biases

for i, j = 1, . . . , 2d, where ||x||1 denotes the number of 1’s
in the Boolean vector x.

4.2 Gene-expression observation model
We employ here an additive Gaussian noise observation
model even though the methodology proposed in the
paper is entirely general and could be applied in prin-
ciple to any observation model satisfying constraints (3)
and (4). A Gaussian model is appropriate for modeling
gene-expression data from technologies such as cDNA
microarrays [22] and live cell imaging-based assays [24], in
which gene expression measurements are continuous and
unimodal (within a single population of interest) [42–45].
Let Yk = (Yk(1), . . . ,Yk(d)) be a vector containing the
measurements at time k, for k = 1, 2, . . .. The component
Yk(j) ∈ R is the abundance measurement corresponding
to transcript j, which is modeled as

Yk(j) = μ0
j

(
1 − Xk(j)

) + μ1
j Xk(j) + vk(j) , (24)

for j = 1, . . . , d, where the parameters μ0
j and μ1

j spec-
ify the mean abundance of transcript j in the inactivated

Table 1 Parameter values used in the numerical experiments

Parameter Value

Initial distribution P(X0) (1/16, . . . , 1/16)

Pruning parameter ε 0.01, 0.05, 0.0.1

Correlation parameter η 0.25, 0.50, 0.75

Mean in inactivated state μ0 40

Mean in activated state μ1 60

Standard deviation σ 10, 15

and activated states, respectively, and {vk ; k = 1, 2, . . .}
is the measurement noise process, with a standard AR(1)
structure

vk = η vk−1 + (1 − η)wk , (25)

where 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 is a correlation parameter, and
{wk ; k = 1, 2, . . .} is a multivariate zero-mean white
Gaussian noise process, with wk ∼ N (0,�k). The value
η = 0 corresponds to uncorrelated observation noise,
where as η = 1 corresponds to maximum correlation.
Clearly, the conditional distribution vk | vk−1, required
to compute the hypothesis tree probabilities in (14), is a
multivariate Gaussian N(vk ,�k).

5 Results and discussion
In this section, we present the results of detailed numer-
ical experiments to assess the performance of the pro-
posed BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR estimators. We base
our experiments on the well-known p53-MDM2 negative-
feedback gene regulatory network [17, 18]. The p53 gene
codes for the tumor suppressor protein p53 in humans,
and its activation plays a critical role in cellular responses
to various stress signals that might cause genome insta-
bility. The gene regulatory network consists of four genes,
ATM, p53, Wip1, and MDM2, and the input “dna_dsb,”
which indicates the presence of DNA double strand
breaks.
The pathway diagram for this network is presented in

Fig. 4a. We can see that ATM is the transductor gene for
the DNA damage signal, which eventually activates p53
through inactivation of MDM2. However, there is also a
negative-feedback loop between p53 and ATM through
Wip1, so that p53 is expected to display an oscillatory
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Table 2 Average correct state estimation rates over 1000 independent runs for time series with length T = 40

No-stress DNA-damage

p σ η BKF BKF-CORR BKS BKS-CORR BKF BKF-CORR BKS BKS-CORR

0.01 10 0.25 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.88 0.91 0.96 0.97

0.50 0.86 0.91 0.88 0.95 0.78 0.91 0.87 0.97

0.75 0.86 0.91 0.88 0.95 0.44 0.90 0.42 0.97

15 0.25 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.83 0.86 0.93 0.95

0.50 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.69 0.84 0.81 0.94

0.75 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.43 0.85 0.47 0.94

0.05 10 0.25 0.73 0.78 0.79 0.84 0.71 0.76 0.83 0.88

0.50 0.64 0.77 0.68 0.84 0.53 0.75 0.62 0.87

0.75 0.59 0.77 0.62 0.84 0.35 0.76 0.35 0.87

15 0.25 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.58 0.63 0.71 0.75

0.50 0.61 0.67 0.64 0.73 0.48 0.62 0.58 0.75

0.75 0.60 0.63 0.68 0.74 0.31 0.62 0.32 0.75

behavior under DNA damage [17]. On the other hand,
under no stress, it is known that all four proteins are
inactivated in the steady state [46].
These behaviors are captured nicely by the gene regula-

tory network model proposed in Section 4.1. Letting the
state vector be Xk = (ATM, p53,Wip1,MDM2), the gene
interaction parameters aij can be read off Fig. 4a:

a11 = 0, a12 = 0, a13 = −1, a14 = 0
a21 = +1, a22 = 0, a23 = −1, a24 = −1
a31 = 0, a32 = +1, a33 = 0, a34 = 0
a41 = −1, a42 = +1, a43 = +1, a44 = 0

(26)

The input vector is uk = (dna_dsb, 0, 0, 0) and is
assumed here to be held constant at one of its possible
two values: DNA damage, uk = (1, 0, 0, 0), or no stress,

uk = (0, 0, 0, 0), for k = 1, 2, . . .. We assume negative reg-
ulation biases, bi = −1/2, for i = 1, . . . , d. This leads to
two state transition diagrams, corresponding to each pos-
sible value of the input dna_dsb, which are depicted in
Fig. 4b, c). We can see that under no-stress, “0000” is a
singleton attractor state, while the other states are tran-
sient; on the other hand, under DNA damage, there is
a cyclic attractor corresponding to an oscillation of p53
along with the other proteins in its regulatory pathway.
This reproduces the known biological behavior described
previously.
The mean expressions for activated and inactivated

genes are assumed to be the same for all genes, with values
μ0 and μ1, respectively, specified in Table 1. In addition,
the covariance matrix for the noise wk is assumed to be
constant and equal to � = σ 2I2d , with the value of σ

specified in Table 1.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Average correct state estimation rates for the BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR estimators under a DNA-damage and b no-stress conditions
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Table 3 Effect of the pruning parameter on performance and
running time

BKF-CORR BKS-CORR

ε Est. rate Time Est. rate Time

0.01 0.76 10.33 0.88 15.76

0.05 0.72 5.41 0.84 8.56

0.10 0.62 1.72 0.73 2.34

Table 2 displays the average rate of correct state esti-
mation for the standard BKF and BKS, which are optimal
for uncorrelated noise but suboptimal in this case. The
pruning parameter is set to be ε = 0.01. As expected, the
performance of the BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR estima-
tors is better than that of the BKF and BKS estimators in
various cases. As expected, the difference is more obvious
for larger correlated noise.
Performance across the board is worse in the presence

of large process andmeasurement noises. One can also see
that better estimation is obtained in the “no-stress” con-
dition in comparison to “DNA-damage” case. This can be
explained by the attractor structure of each system, shown
in Fig. 4b, c. Under no-stress, the system spends a signifi-
cant amount of time in the rest state 0000, whereas under
DNA damage, more states are visited due to the cyclic
attractor, which makes the state estimation process more
challenging.

Figure 5 displays the average correct state estimation
rates Ek over 40 time steps using 1000 independent runs,
defined as

Êk =
1000∑

i=1
||X̂k,i ⊕ Xk,i||1 , (27)

for k = 1, . . . , 40, where X̂k,i is the estimate of the true
state Xk,i in the ith iteration. The error Êk takes a value
between 0 and 1. When Êk is close to 0, the proposed esti-
mator has accurately estimated the transcriptional state
of all genes at time step k over all independent runs. By
contrast, a value of Êk close to 1 corresponds to the max-
imum possible estimation error at time step k. For the
plot in Fig. 5, the process noise intensity, pruning param-
eter, and correlation rate are assumed to be p = 0.01,
ε = 0.1, and η = 0.1, respectively. The standard devi-
ation of the measurement noise is also assumed to be
σ = 10. In both cases, the BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR
estimators have performed accurately, leading to small
average estimation error. However, the BKS-CORR esti-
mator has smaller error on average in comparison to the
BKF-CORR estimator throughout the interval. This is due
to the fact that the smoother uses future observations,
but the filter uses only the observations up to the present
time. The average estimation error is larger in the early

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Original and estimated state trajectories for a no-stress and b DNA-damage conditions
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steps, due to the initial uniform distribution assumed over
the Boolean states. However, as time goes on, the aver-
age error quickly becomes small. One can notice that the
difference between the average estimation errors of
the BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR estimators is larger in
the presence of DNA damage. This can be justified by the
fact that the p53-MDM2 network in the presence of the
DNA damage has a cyclic attractor (see Fig. 4), as opposed
to the no-stress condition in which “0000” is a singleton
attractor. Clearly, the estimation in the presence of the
cyclic attractor is more challenging than that of a single-
ton attractor. Thus, the use of future data in the smoothing
processmakes the estimation processmore accurate in the
middle of the interval. Finally, as expected, at the end of
the horizon (i.e., k = T), the filter and smoother are equiv-
alent (since no future data is available), and as a result,
the same average error can be seen for both estimators
in that case.
Next, the effect of the pruning parameter on perfor-

mance and computational time is examined. Table 3 dis-
plays the average correct estimation rate and running time
of the proposed methods for different pruning parame-
ters, computed over 1000 independent runs for sequences
of length T = 40. The process noise intensity and the
standard deviation of measurements are assumed to be
p = 0.05 and σ = 10, respectively. The system is assumed
to be in the DNA-damage condition. As mentioned pre-
viously, as the pruning rate ε increases, running time
decreases, but performance decreases. In this case, the
performance of both the BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR esti-
mators decreases significantly for ε = 0.10, but it does not
vary much by moving from ε = 0.01 to ε = 0.05. The
choice of ε depends principally on the amount of available
resources and time-limit constraints.
Figure 6 displays sample original and estimated state tra-

jectories of all genes obtained by the BKF-CORR and the
BKF estimators on a single time series of length 40, with
correlation parameter η = 0.2, p = 0.05, ε = 0.1, and
σ = 10. It is clear that the gene states are better tracked
by the BKF-CORR algorithm in comparison to the BKF.
Notice that less gene activity can be observed in the case
of no-stress condition due to the singleton rest attractor of
the system, whereas several oscillations can be seen under
DNA damage due to the existence of a cyclic attractor.

6 Conclusions
In practice, the existence of correlation between data
points acquired from gene expression technologies should
be expected, and there is a need for accurate estimation
of transcriptional states of genes under these conditions.
In this paper, gene regulatory networks observed through
noisy correlated gene-expression data were modeled with
a modified Partially-Observed Boolean Dynamical Sys-
tem (POBDS) model that accounts for measurement

noise correlation. The BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR algo-
rithms for state estimation from correlated measurements
were proposed, which are built on a hypothesis tree and
an efficient pruning process to keep the computation
tractable. Numerical results demonstrated that the pro-
posed BKF-CORR and BKS-CORR estimators achieve
good state tracking performance under modest computa-
tional requirements.
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